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One, two, six, ten, one thousand five hundred and four. Lying in my hospital bed, I count the 
dots on the ceiling. What was the number again? I lie there waiting. I wait for my sickness to be 
over but I am mentally chained to my hospital bed for eternity. Sickness leaves scars. While my 
life is put on a waiting line, others are hurtling towards the future. While I heave and stumble and 
grip my own body out of pain, my friends and family are creating memories without me. The 
doctors hand out blood tests like candy on Halloween and I find myself getting IVs, radioactive 
X-rays and ultrasounds, not on my stomach like other teens might, but on my neck and my rib 
cage, back and hip.  
After weeks (had it been months?) of torture, I’m here. It is so bitter sweet. How much pain does 
it take to make someone think of surgery as a joyous experience? I’m exhausted from my 
survival; others are exhausted too. It doesn’t take long for people to stop asking how you feel 
when it’s constantly the same pathetically dull and gloomy answer. I became boring, I became 
needy, and I became an overacting teenager. That’s what I saw in their eyes, or at least, I can’t 
convince myself otherwise no matter what the truth  may be.  
Mental health plays a pivotal role in physical health. I told myself that if I smiled, if I tried to 
smile through the pain, though the fear, that it would make things a little bit easier. I pushed this 
theory to the extent of hiding every emotion behind a mask of happy peacefulness that only 
exhausted me and prompted nightly cries. I would lie in pain, glancing at the stars in an eternally 
vast sky with a pile of tissues and a wet face and contemplate how I could possibly feel so alone 
in a world bursting with life. Terrified doesn’t seem to be a strong enough word. How can 
anyone have hope when you’ve been stuck in a dark tunnel for so long that you don’t even 
remember what light is? 
Even after I escape the imprisoning hospital bed, even after I can walk up stairs without needing 
to rest, even after I am healthy again, I’m still chained to that hospital bed. I was swallowed by 
uncertainty and I was never spat back out.  I will forever remember this visionary idea of being 
left to die, boring and useless. I can forever see their eyes and their doubts and the silent “grow 
up and stop complaining” comments that no one ever said or even thought but I did so they must 
have too.  
I’m cursed to feel forever weak with the remembrance that I am helpless and instantaneously I 
could be throttled back into the same hospital bed yet again. I’m cursed to be known as “The Girl 
That Was Sick” as if that is the most important information about me. I’m scarred and scared and 
I will likely be just as scared in the future. But that’s why I smile. Because I know that every 
moment of my life matters, if not to others than to myself. I know that people do stand by me, no 
matter what my imagination conjures up. I smile for those that are struggling to smile.  Some 
things aren’t changeable, but that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t try. I know that someday, 
somewhere, somehow I will be OK. It may not be today, it may not be for years but I will hang 
on to that sliver of possibility as long as I am here; counting the dots on the ceiling.   
 
 
 
 
 


